How to Buy Kazakh Train Tickets on https://epay.railways.kz/

Click on where it's circled in the picture to create an account.

Then fill out this form.

Then select the city you’re departing from, arriving to, and the date, using a Cyrillic
keyboard. If two options come up, like in the option below, just check both to see the
difference! In the case of Almaty, you’ll want to select Alma Ata 2.

Then select the train you'd like to take.

You'll now have to choose your place! It seems on the fast trains, there are generally 3
classes, luxe/люкс (1st class), kupe/купе (2nd class),
and platzkart/плацкартный (3rd class) and on slower trains just kupe and
platzkart.
Kupe is generally comprised of a closed compartment for 4, with two bunk beds.
Platzkart has 6 beds (3 bunks). On the two trains I've taken, I've been in kupe. Though I
bought a train ticket to Almaty on the fast train for later this month in platzkart that
looks to only have two beds. So, I'm confused but that's okay.
Once you've decided which class you'd like, click on any of the numbers under that class
(they just represent the car #) to pick your bunk. On slow trains, it's best to be on the
lower bunk because there's more room (especially for us tallies). On fast trains, it's the
opposite and best to pick the top bunk. Верхнее means upper and нижнее means
lower. Click on the number of the place(s) you'd like, the number of tickets, then click on
the self-explanatory blue button.

Then all you need to do is change the drop-down to this option.

And enter your passport number, your name, tick the box and go to the next page.

Then enter in your details, print out your pass, and you're done!

